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1. Executive Summary
Energy industry and business has all of its history kept society up and running with plant
and substation automation. The technology at distribution network is nearly 30 years old if
not older. Due to EU and US policies, e.g. target to decrease CO2 emission, to have
automated meter reading systems and to assure enough energy, ICT got more food hold
and roles in Smart Grid.
In US object of the development was first in Demand Response type ICT solutions, since
they response quickly to peak load demands and are more services than technology and
thus “rather” easy to implement. In Europe the approach is to first improve transmission
and distribution network, their automation and smart metering. After these steps it could be
more safety to introduce Smart Grid solutions like Demand Response.
The different approach affects greatly on the ICT Ecosystem on both sides of the Atlantic
Ocean. Although US may be behind in the transmission and distribution network
improvements, US have got long leaps in ICT technology where customers (residential and
industry) are engaged (Demand Response, Home/Building Energy Management Systems
are examples). European ICT concentrates first on deploying grid automation and smart
metering.
Other remarkable observation (that triggered this study) is that telecommunication players
(e.g. Cisco, TeliaSonera and NSN) are coming strongly to energy market bringing knowhow and industry standards for use. Another example is M2M (machine-to-machine) cooperation with ETSI for AMR standardisation.
We see the following reasons for telecom players’ entrance to Smart Grid ICT Ecosystem





Telecommunication network basically is managed by similar type of applications, and
network automation is at robust level. It was an idea to try to utilise same tools.
Telecommunication operators are used to and they have tools for managing masses of
users and data, which is especially beneficial for AMR/AMI/AMM.
Telecommunication operators have used ICT outsourcing services long time. They
know what is essential and how to manage outsourcing issues.
Telecommunication network is a vital part of the distribution network management and
automation, and of all Smart Grid applications and Distribution Network Operators have
seen the co-operation beneficial

Different size of ICT players are interested in Smart Grid and made experiments, e.g.
Internet giants Google (OPower) and Microsoft (Hohm) did some experiments, but withdraw
for a while we assume. Smaller not traditional energy sector players (inventors and
pioneers) have developed remarkably the market. ViolaSystems introduced firstly pure
telecommunication router and afterwards substation with data communication possibilities.
US companies developed DR, HEM/BEM and metering data management systems. Emtele
showed that field communication for distribution network management is possible to get as
outsourced service. There introduced residential gateway.
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Like all new technologies and businesses also Smart Grid faces several challenges to win:








Technology barriers including standards, interoperability, cyber security and data
privacy: even though technical solutions often exist at component level, large scale
system experiments are needed to validate “system solutions” such as the
management of generation intermittency and to promote standardisation and
interoperability of the technology solutions which will reduce deployment costs.
R&D organisation barriers including the fragmentation of efforts across borders and
across the electric system value chain.
Market failures and distortions: the costs and resulting benefits of the R&D activities
are asymmetric: whereas the investments in Smart Grids fall largely on the network
operators, the benefits are largely with other stakeholders (society, electricity system,
customers, generators etc.). Current regulatory regimes do not always reflect actual
costs of the actions of the grid users and this may not promote the most efficient
solutions.
Public barriers including customer engagement and public acceptance of infrastructure
developments.
ICT will be more complex and more involved. For example historically, activity in the
distribution system has been coordinated through a SCADA (Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition) system that was primarily oriented toward command and control at
the substation level. As the sophistication of substation and distribution automation has
increased, and as an exponentially more complex distribution system lies ahead,
specific Distribution Management Systems (DMS) are being developed to address new
required functionality. In sophisticated deployments, DMS systems are integrating with
MDMS (Meter Data Management System) and leveraging data generated by smart
meters. In addition, the DMS can be called upon to integrate with the Outage
Management System (OMS), a suite that utilities have traditionally relied on to
coordinate response to a network outage, as well as GIS (Geographic Information
Systems), which is responsible for mapping and analyzing utility assets in the field.

The Smart grid development has been initiated by regulators and belief in success is strong
although the majority of benefits arising from Smart Grids is revealed in the long-term and
can only be captured when the whole system is in place.
The Smart Grid needs to be built brick by brick. The challenge is to ensure that at every
step of the way intermediate benefits or the clear prospects of final benefits can support the
business case for investments.
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2. Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this study was to consider ICT Ecosystem models for the Smart Grid.
Scope was not to define a detailed model but to give overview and ideas about a possible
model that could describe Smart Grid ICT Ecosystem.
As we know ICT will be an essential “building block” for Smart Grid (see Ch. 5), so the
major motivation for the study was what ICT telecom sector could give to Smart Grid, e.g.








As outsourcing partner
o ICT sector has entered and fasten its foothold at energy market (e.g. AMR and
remote/field communication)
As knowledge transferee
o A large know-how and technology transfer is going on from ICT Ecosystem to
Smart Grid Ecosystem to enable Smart Grid and to enable user centric
applications. ICT/Internet has done much for the user centricity, and in Smart Grid
consumers are seen as key players
o Telecommunication network has much analogy to electricity network, so it is
assumed that co-operation could be done on many levels (e.g. network
management, customer care and billing, and standardisation of ICT)
As standardisation partner
o ICT especially telecom standardisation bodies are eagerly making co-operation e.g.
ETSI in M2M ARM standardisation.
As a disrupter of the business
o In some other sectors (e.g. media, newspaper, books, travel agencies, banks),
where “what can be digitized will be digitized” rules and where WWW is the main if
not the only customer interface
o Energy sector is not an island, but will follow “what can be digitized will be digitized”
rule. Energy sector will get (and has got) quite new players from other sectors, e.g.
telecom network operators as AMR service providers and also telecom network
management platform providers try to find possibilities in energy sector. Manual
work has been automated and customer interface is mainly in the Internet.

Introduction to chapters
Chapter 4 describes shortly the methodologies used
Chapters 5 and 6 give example overview where ICT is needed and what ICT sector could
give to Smart Grid.
Chapter 7 explains basics of ICT Ecosystem Model.
Chapter 8 gives an ICT Ecosystem example using Demand Response as a use case
Chapter 9 draws conclusions
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3. Parties and responsibilities
Overall coordination of this task is done by Emtele. TeliaSonera has supported by
participating into sessions and by giving feedback.
Emtele
Emtele is responsible for generating and editing presentations and deliverable.
TeliaSonera
TeliaSonera is responsible for reviewing the deliverable.
Other involved were surveyed SGEM WP leaders and WP7 members that gave good
feedback.

4. Methodologies
In literature there are methodologies for defining IT and ICT architectures, but very few ICT
ecosystem models and methodologies for defining ICT ecosystems.
In this deliverable we use Martin Fransman’s ICT Ecosystem model /1/, since it is not very
complicated and will give enough a good picture over possible ICT Ecosystem model
template.
Martin Fransman’s “The New ICT Ecosystem model” /1/ was used due to that it takes into
account technical, financial and political aspects of ecosystems and he presented ICT
ecosystem in a formal way, so that stake holders can see and evaluate their roles and
connections with each other.
Although the scope was not to define ICT Ecosystem in detail, we as an example attach as
an appendix Jeff Kaplan’s methodology /2/ for those readers needing more information.
Kaplan’s methodology seems to be quite comprehensive, so readers can use it to define
their own organisation’s ICT ecosystem. The methodology supports continuity to full scale
ICT ecosystem definition.
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5. Where ICT Sector Could Contribute
The idea behind this work was to consider the help and support ICT sector could give for
Smart Grid (mainly as outsourced service). In this chapter some examples are given about
the reasons for Smart Grid ICT needs and how ICT sector could contribute to the Smart
Grid ICT Ecosystem.
Smart Grid can be described as an upgraded electricity network enabling two-way
information and power exchange between suppliers and consumers. It requires intelligent
communication, monitoring and management systems, i.e. ICT. Smart Grid is a part of
energy market where the other parts are Smart Generation and Smart End Use (figure 5.1).
Transmission grid has been relatively smart for a long time, so the increasing smartness
takes place especially in the distribution grids. Smart Grid is also bit of a misnomer: while it
would mean increasing measurement and control in the grid itself, lot of the additional
intelligence is planned for demand applications and for increasing the controllability of some
forms of generation (small scale thermal, wind, solar, etc.).

Figure 5.1: Smart Energy Market /3/

For Smart Grids to deliver their envisaged benefits the realization of physical infrastructures
alone will not be sufficient and must be complemented by the emergence of new business
models and practices, new regulations, as well as more intangible elements such as
changes to consumer behavior and social acceptance. Many different stakeholders are
involved in this process and different forms of cooperation are already arising.
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To enable applications for consumers and new business Smart Grid infrastructure at first
must have the following parts:




Basic network infrastructure (lines, power stations/ sub stations etc.) with intelligent
components
Smart Grid Automation and Control Applications
Smart Meters that are the interfaces to consumers making them aware of energy
consumption and giving possibility to participate

After the basic infrastructure with control and automation is ready, Smart Grid applications
can be built on it. Currently the world is running around the first application cases:






Distributed Energy Resources and Grid Interconnection
Demand Response
Electric Vehicles
Intelligent Electric Devices
Home and Building Energy Management.

To get the above mentioned automation and customer/consumer oriented applications just
to build new lines and substations are not enough, but it is also necessary to get the
electricity system smarter through the integration of ICT. So Smart Grid requires new
intelligent components that can be managed and controlled remotely and that can automate
local operations, and it requires ICT to keep all of this in “shape”. It requires ICT for
management platforms and applications and related communication infrastructure together
with intelligent components to give the intelligence to Smart Grid.
All these development will be a big new business opportunity for also nontraditional
suppliers and it is expected that as much as there will be investments in Smart Grid
infrastructure there could be investments in related ICT including Demands Response and
such kind of new applications. ICT traverses across all the Smart Grid areas (figure 5.2).

Figure 5.2: ICT across Smart Grid (IEA, NETL, NIST 2010) /4/
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Currently TSO/DSOs are improving the physical infrastructure for Smart Grid and also
Smart Grid application development and test have started. Over the next 10 – 20 years we
will see some of the applications running in real life.
In the figure 5.3 there is a scenario from Johnson Controls (a US company) to give some
perspective about the time schedules.

Figure 5.3: Smart Grid Evolution (Johnson Controls) /5/
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6. How ICT Sector Could Contribute - Examples
ICT sector is very interested in energy business, since it is a fast growing area and Smart
Grid will be essentially built on ICT solutions. In ICT sector we can obtain three
supplementary segments. IT and Telecoms Industry forming ICT, and not new but now
more attention got M2M Industry that is with intelligent devices in the center of automated
field operations and smart grid applications (fig. 6.1). Around M2M has grown new service
providers that also fulfill energy and utilities needs.

Figure 6.1: ICT combines and is common to all business segments /6/

6.1 Telecommunication sector
Telecommunication sector sees the following areas interesting
o
o
o
o

Smart Home , AMR
Smart Grid management
Smart Grid user centric applications
Smart Grid standardization (from ICT perspective)

AMR
Telecommunication operators already have a key role in AMR due to their GPRS
connections. Some telecom operators have gone further by offering full outsourcing of the
whole AMR infrastructure (e.g. TeliaSonera in Finland). They have been talking about
Smart Home concept for several years and now they are thinking about the connection to
Smart Grid (fig. 6.2).
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Figure 6.2: Smart Home /7/

Smart Grid Management
From the management architecture perspective Smart Grid and telecommunication network
have much in common (figures 6.3 and 6.4 from Korea Telecom). Telecom operators and
related consultants see future business potential in utilizing their knowledge and similar
type of ICT tools for both the sectors.

Figure 6.3: Mapping between Telecommunication Network and Smart Grid Management /8/
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Figure 6.4: Business Potential from Telecom Operator’s Perspective /8/

User centric applications
User centricity is essential in Smart Grid to get users involved in and aware of energy saving
possibilities. For example AMR is the first step and it makes





Energy consumption touchable through invoices based on real consumption. Invoices tend to be
in summer time tens of euros and in cold winter days hundreds of euros per month, which put
energy efficiency in a quite different position in consumers’ mind.
Energy consumption visible through the Internet by showing hourly consumption figures, where
consumers can analyze, if they wasted energy in vain.
It easier to change energy retailer, which could make energy retailers to innovate new services
and tariffs (up to the pain point)

In the figure 6.3 we can see some services for the users/consumers. Much help could be expected
for managing consumers (residential customers), since telecom operators have lot of experience in
managing millions of subscribers in real time. They have customer care and billing systems and
proven mediation systems that could collect and process meter data from millions of different type of
meters. With these kinds of applications as energy ICT platform could be formed as outsourced
service. However, this will be under competition due to many other players willing to offer similar set
of services (independent service providers and IT service houses/HP, IBM).
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Figure 6.5: Example User-Centric Service Potential for Telecom Operators /8/

Smart Grid Standardization
One of the key challenges in the European smart grid market is the lack of interoperability standards.
Companies providing smart grid technologies do not follow the same standards of operation,
particularly interfaces. As a result, their products do not necessarily work well together.
Consequently, the utility is often forced to use solutions from a limited number of suppliers. Thus,
there is a need for systems or products to work well with other systems or products. Open
communication standards will ensure that all smart grid devices are likely to work properly despite
being manufactured by different companies. Interoperability between devices and equipment is
extremely important, as the introduction of a smart grid should not create barriers of competition or
generate unnecessary costs. Moreover, smart grid requirements vary significantly across different
European countries; companies, therefore, need to develop the right solution by deciding on the
requirements of specific countries and the framework of implementing the smart grid.
Telecommunication network is the only sector having standardized interconnection between
networks. Without common standardization, where even competing operators could co-operate, e.g.
international connections could have been impossible not talking about the Internet.
Standardization has further evolved to business processes like network management, billing and
customer care covering nearly all the processes telecom operator may have.
Now telecom standardization bodies (e.g. ETSI M2M and AMR work) are involved in Smart Grid
standardization from communication and for machine-to-machine management type of issues.
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- 14 One possible additional contribution or place of co-operation could be with TeleManagement Forum
(TMForum) that standardizes processes for telecom sector (fig. 6.4.).

Figure 6.6: TMForum Business Process Framework /9/

6.2 IT sector
IT sector has e.g. the following potential offerings
o
o
o

ICT Consultation for telecommunication, HW and SW related issues
ICT service outsourcing of related areas incl. communication infrastructure, customer care
and billing, grid management, AMR etc.
ICT tools (SW and HW) development for energy companies and for ICT outsourcing
companies

ICT is a very complex issue and it is obvious that DSOs will outsource as much as possible and
sensible, since ICT requires much the kind of knowledge and understanding that is not kept as DSO
core business. As an example about complexity there are the following figures (6.5 – 6.7) from giant
IT vendors Oracle, IBM and Microsoft. Microsoft and Oracle gives mainly concepts and basic tools.
IBM could provide outsourcing solutions with 3rd party application providers.
In Finland IT services are provided, e.g. by Enfo, Empower, Tieto and HP. Communication
infrastructure could be provided by telecom operators (TeliaSonera) and independent service
providers like Emtele. NSN will provide communication services for Smart Grid through telecom
operators.
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Figure 6.7: Oracle’s Products for Smart Grid Management /10/
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Figure 6.8: Microsoft’s Products for Smart Grid Management /11/

Figure 6.9: IBM’s Products for Smart Grid Management /12/
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7. ICT Ecosystem Model – Basic Description
In this chapter we give an example about ICT Ecosystem model in general.
A fundamental characteristic of the evolution of the ICT ecosystem is the increasing
tendency over time for all the devices and components to be integrated into networks. This
tendency began with telecommunications networks from the late nineteenth century with
the integration of transmissions equipment, switches and customer premises equipment.
The tendency continued with the development of computer networks in the post- 2nd World
War period. The tendency was given a significant boost in the mid-1990s with mass
adoption of the Internet, which became the integrator par excellence. It soon became
commonplace to observe almost everything in the ICT sector was becoming integrated and
networked within the Internet /1/.
The advent of the Internet had the most profound impact on the structure and dynamics of
the new ICT ecosystem.

7.1 Definition
An ICT Ecosystem encompasses the policies, strategies, processes, information,
technologies, applications and stakeholders that together make up a functional environment
for a country, government or an enterprise.
Most importantly, an ICT ecosystem includes people -– diverse individuals who create, buy,
sell, regulate, manage and use technology. In Smart Grid residential consumers/customers
are the main target group that should benefit from Smart Grid.

7.2 Description
Here ICT Ecosystem is described in a conceptual way. A conceptualised and layered
model (although not all the mentioned items are handled) is useful because it allows to







Understand interdependencies and interactions
Identify roles of different players and identify key players
Analyse corporate expertise/specialisation and strategy
Analyse evolutionary drivers and co-evolving demand
Understand the effects of globalisation and government policies
Analyse profitability
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Each ecosystem has







Players/stakeholders (e.g. manufacturers, producers, brokers, consumers, customers)
who compose the ecosystem
Relationships and interfaces between players and drawn layers
Environment or business sector for what the ecosystem exists
3rd parties who can change the rules of the game (politicians, authorities, financial
institutions, standardisation bodies etc.). Standardisation and open interfaces are a key
for an open and expanding ecosystem.
Innovators that assure the continuity of the ecosystem

Fransman introduced a simplified ICT ecosystem as a group of four interacting ICT players
namely (figure 7.1):






Network element providers supplying, e.g. telecom switches, routers and phones, PCs
and servers with operating system (i.e. all the equipment and related HW, firmware and
operating systems needed in the ecosystem)
Network operators building and operating telecommunication networks of all type
Content and application providers
Final consumers

The players have also major interaction with regulators, competition authorities, financial
institutions, standardisation bodies and universities who define and change rules of the
game every now and then.
The ICT Ecosystem layers are (figure 7.1):





Networked elements including telecommunication switches, routers, servers, PCs,
phones and so on.
Converged communication and Content Distribution Network including mobile, satellite,
fixed, fixed wireless networks
Platforms, Content and Applications including Internet content and application
providers
Final Consumers (they have a key role to accept new services and innovations. They
can be seen as co-evolving innovators)
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Figure 7.1: A simplified ICT Ecosystem model by Martin Fransman /1/

7.3 Considering Layer 2 and 3 Stakeholders
Within the diffusion of TCP/IP (an open standardized data communication protocol) new
firms were able to enter layer 2 and provide Internet connectivity services (and business)
through ISP middleware. These firms were Internet access and service providers (IAPs and
ISPs) that utilized the fixed last mile (data/phone line) built and owned by telecom operator.
The TCP/IP caused disruption that opened quite new possibilities to enter traditional
incumbent telecommunication operator area. In spite of the incumbent telecoms operators
who dominated network (layer 2) also provided Internet connectivity, some of the most
successful layer 2 players were quite new entrants. For example, in the USA, AOL - which
had previously been an online provider of content - adapted its operations to the Internet
and quickly became the dominant ISP.
Currently market and competition has evolved and there are not anymore big pure ISPs,
but convergent multiservice providers offering mobile, fixed, ISP and other telecom
subscription services. In Finland multiservice providers are former national and local
incumbent telecom operators e.g. TeliaSonera, Elisa and DNA.
It is crucial to note in analyzing the new ICT ecosystem that the functionalities (TCP/IP
connectivity) provided in the network layer 2 and layer 3 (middleware platforms) together
constitute innovation platforms for the content, applications and services providers at layer
3. Examples of such providers include Amazon, eBay, MySpace, YouTube and Skype, who
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were able to build their content and applications on the platforms provided by layer 2 ISPs
running Internet services on the networks provided by network operators (also layer 2).
Significantly, the networked elements companies and the telecoms operators, the
companies that dominated layers 1 and 2 had little to do with the events shaping the
evolution of layer 3. Why? Why did they not see the new opportunities opening up in layer 3
and take steps to enter and take advantage of these new markets?
The answer is that although, as the layered ecosystem model clearly shows, the
functionalities of layer 3 were closely connected to those in layers 1-2, the competencies
and focuses required were quite different. For example, telecom operators, providing voice
and data services and even Internet access, had neither the competencies nor the focus
necessary for the development of browsers or search engines.
Although with their substantial R&D capabilities they probably could, in theory, have
developed browsers and search engines, their existing competencies and priority business
activities meant that in practice they were precluded from doing so. (France Telecom is
something of an exception through its Wanadoo Internet subsidiary).
With connectivity and Internet access provided, and with the navigation, search and
middleware functionalities (e.g. by Google) in place and acting as an innovation platform, it
was possible to generate the content, application and services that consumers would use.
These functionalities are provided by layer 3.
A key conceptual feature in Fransmann’s layered model lies in the addition of layer 4, a
consuming layer. This makes explicit the important role played by final consumption and
the co-evolution of this consumption. Firms in layers 1-3 sell products and services to the
final consumers in layer 4. At the same time the identification of layer 4 also draws attention
to the importance of the intermediate demand and intermediate markets that exist within
and between layers 1-3, so there are surely transactions and communication between all
the layers (although consumer is at the top of the game).
Notes for Smart Grid:



Smart Grid is disruptive for electricity business. TCP/IP will play equal disruptive
role in Smart Grid as in other business areas.
Network operators (TSO/DSO) will build Smart Grid (as platform) for other players
to use (similarly to telecom operators who built TCI/IP and telecom network
platforms for Google, Amazon and others for use).
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7.4 Relationships between Players
Relationships between players usually reveal the mutual position. In the ICT ecosystem
there are six so called symbiotic relationships between (figure 7.2):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Network element providers and network operators
Network operators and content & application providers
Content & application providers and final consumers
Network element providers and final consumers
Network element providers and application content providers
Network operators and final consumers

Figure 7.2: Symbiotic relationships /1/

The relationships are of nature





Purchase – Sale (customer – vendor)
Input – Output (material)
Information flow
Input flow to the innovation process

All the relationships are directly or indirectly of nature Purchase – Sale.
Input – Output relationships refers to upstream/downstream supply chain where tangible
and intangible products are delivered.
Information Flow refers to information exchanged about parties (between parties) to
enable co-operation.
Input Flow to the Innovation Process refers to any ideas, information and possibilities
received from other parties (or from what have been done by other parties). Good
examples are platform vendors (Google, YouTube and others) who got a great idea to
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utilise ready infrastructure build by others (Internet, connections, content and terminals) for
their business without investing anything on the network, on network element development
or on Consumers’ end devices and connections. They simply found glue that combines
people, and people and content, which turned out to be one of the biggest businesses.
An example about innovation evolution is that formerly telecom operators’ own research
centre and labs (e.g. ATT Bell Labs, France Telecom CNET) took care for the most of the
innovation (through solutions and standardisation) for telecom business. Then ATT sold
Bell Labs (known Lucent) to Alcatel. Today, although Network Operators define detail
requirements, telecom equipment providers mainly take care for the innovations.
Competition, Internet bubble and quick evolution in technologies (several disruptions have
happened, e.g. IP, mobile and ISP/WWW) proved to be big enough an apple to eat for
network operators, although innovative good business trials were introduced (Sonera Zed,
Smart Trust). Also drastic reduce in research was one remarkable factor to give new
business to other companies.

Relationship 1

In relationship 1 network operator purchases networked elements from a networked element provider
(e.g. switches, routers, systems SW). This results in a financial flow from the purchaser to the seller. In
some cases, however, the purchase sale is indirect and this can affect the relationship between parties
concerned. Network Operators take the investments for the whole network infrastructure and
(roughly said) element providers get the money. The relationship continues 5 – 10 years or
more in a form of maintenance and development services, so it is no one time action.
The relationship between the operators and their suppliers involves close cooperation and
mutual dependence. One of the most important outcomes of this relationship is innovation.
Indeed, so close is the symbiotic relationship between these two 'species' that the one,
literally, could not exist without the other. In the first instance the relationship may be
characterised as an input-output, buyer-seller relationship. At this level the relationship is
both technical and economic. Technically, networked elements are made available from
which telecom services will be provided. Economically, a market transaction occurs with the
purchase/sale of the elements at market prices.
The role of investment in this symbiotic relationship is special. There are two key points
here. The first is the essentially complementary relationship between investment and
innovation. The second key point is that the bulk of the investment expenditure comes from
the operator rather than the networked element supplier.
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The process starts with an investment decision. More specifically, a network operator
invests in networked elements in order to be able to have a telecoms network that will
provide services that can be sold at a profit to customers. (A virtual network operator is not
buying the elements themselves, but rather the services of an existing operator.)
Notes for Smart Grid:
In Smart Grid the situation is exactly same, DSO as a buyer and networked element
providers as a supplier. Both need each other. Here in the ICT sense DSO will purchase
additionally Smart Grid management platform (or outsource it) for others to build Smart Grid
applications.

Relationship 2

The relationship 2 - between telecom network operators and content and applications
providers - may also be complicated. While the latter may pay for the telecom network
services they directly consume, they do not pay for the telecom network services that their
customers use.
Note for Smart Grid:
Although DSO owns the electricity distribution network here DSO is a user and codeveloper of, e.g. Smart Grid management platform or AMR platform and pays for the use
(SW license or outsourcing payment).

Relationship 3

In relationship 3 platform providers (Google, YouTube) provide users with world class content and
search platforms. Their users (Consumers) however pay nothing to those platform giants,
but they pay to network operator for the network connection (for accessing those platform
services). The platform providers receive payments from advertisers. The role of
Consumers is crucial, since they decide the winners of the game.
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Note for Smart Grid:
Consumers will use Smart Grid application platforms, e.g. Demand Response or Home
Energy management platform. The business model for Demand Response is not yet clear,
but like in the example Consumers probably will not pay for the use of the platform (that
could be a tool for Aggregators), but for the “content” (electricity). Consumer role here is to
accept (or not) Demand Response service, but not some specific company.

Relationship 4

Relationship 4 between element providers (e.g. Nokia and Samsung mobile intelligent
phones) and consumers is as essential as between consumers and platform, content and
application providers. Indeed network element providers are sometimes also players at
layer 3 as content and content platform provider (Apple, Nokia). Consumers make the
ultimate choice as customers, co-developers and prosumers.
Note for Smart Grid:
There is no big excitement in this relationship. DSO will provide the device, Smart Meter, or
Aggregator the Demand Response Gateway. DR GW is like xDSL modem. It must work
reliably and must not be very expensive, if Consumer must buy it.

Relationship 5

Relationship 5 is between networked element providers and content and applications
providers. An example is the relationship between element providers (such as Cisco, Dell
and Microsoft) and Internet content and applications providers (e.g., Google, Yahoo!, eBay
and MySpace).
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In both of the relationships 2 and 5 it is a question of providing platforms. Telecom network
operators and networked element providers offer their platforms, i.e. TCP/IP, Internet and
application development platforms and tools, for the Platform, Content and Application
Providers. Without the platforms at different layers it would not be able to offer content and
applications to consumers/customers. Furthermore, Platform, Content and Application
Providers would be unable to innovate, offering new content and applications. It is precisely
this symbiotic relationship that is captured in the architectural conceptualisation of the layer
model. The content and applications providers in layer 3 sit on top of the platform provided
by layers 1 and 2.
Note for Smart Grid:
Networked Element Providers provide (sell) here also a platform, e.g. Smart Grid
Management and DR Platform, for layer 3 players (DSOs, Aggregators, Retailers). DSOs
usually owns (or is the primary user) Smart Grid Management Platform, but the owner and
primary user of DR Platform is open.
Most interesting here is the Demand Response Management Platform, since it connects
consumers in Smart Grid. Smart Grid Management Platform is a kind of back office
application not visible consumers.

Relationship 6

Traditionally relationship 6 between telecoms operators and final customers has involved
the provision of fixed-voice services to final customers. Over time, however, these services
have expanded to include mobile services and Internet access. However, in general, the
latter two services are not too different from fixed-voice services, involving similar kinds of
interactions with customers and similar organisational routines.
One of the characteristics of Relationship 6 is that final consumers are relatively passive. In
competitive markets they choose their telecoms operators according to their perceptions of
price and quality of service, but they then play little further role. This is very different,
however, from the symbiosis in Relationship 3 - that is, the relationship between the
Platform, Content and Applications Provider in layer 3 and the final Consumer in layer 4.
It is crucial to understand that there is a fundamental discontinuity between relationship 6
and relationship 3. This discontinuity is caused by the significantly different competencies
that are required in the two relationships. It is this discontinuity, and the associated different
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competencies, that explain an important characteristic of the new lCT ecosystem, namely
that it is new entrants rather than the incumbents from layers 1 and 2 who dominate layer 3.
There are other important dimensions to the innovation capabilities that are needed. The
key point to understand is that these innovation capabilities are very different from those
involved in the provision of telecom services to consumers/customers, such as fixed and
mobile voice and Internet access (included in relationship 6).
In short, the company that has mastered relationship 6 has not yet begun to master
relationship 3, indeed, to go one step further, having mastered relationship 6 may well be
an obstacle to mastering relationship 3, since the organisational routines and mind sets
required for the former may impede the development of those needed for the latter. As
noted, this explains why in all countries the Internet content and applications providers in
layer 3 are new entrants and not the incumbents from layers 1 and 2.
Note for Smart Grid:
In Smart Grid the Consumer interface is technically smart meter (owned by DSO) and
commercially retailer/aggregator. Although DSO will provide the basic meter data for
retailer/aggregator, DSO will not involve in the consumer/customer commercial interface. If
DSO does like telecom operator, DSO would sell both the subscription and terminal (energy
connection and Smart Meter) directly to Consumer.
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8. ICT Ecosystem Model Example for Demand Response
In this chapter we give an example ICT Ecosystem model for Demand Response that is
assumed to be the application that fulfills the Smart Grid value proposition.
Back ground work has been done and information gathered and processed in SGEM WP4
D4.3.1 “Use Case Document”, so readers can have more thorough view over Demand
Response from that deliverable.
Smart Grid ICT Ecosystem layers 1 (Networked Elements) and layer 2 (Telecommunication
networks) are more or less same for all the Smart Grid Applications (Smart Metering,
HEMS, EV, DER and DR). Variation happens at layer 3, where are the specific
applications and platforms and providers for consumers.

8.1 Prerequisites
For Demand Response distribution network automation and smart metering should be at
certain level. For example two way reliable communications network and smart metering
platform and meter data available. Smart Metering ICT Ecosystem will evolve from
incumbent (DSO) DIY-model to outsourced service (figure 8.1).

Figure 8.1: Evolution of AMR/AMI Outsourcing ICT Ecosystem

In the figure 8.2 is another ICT Ecosystem example about Finnish implementation where
TeliaSonera provides Smart Metering and Emtele Field Communication infrastructure as
outsourced service.
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Figure 8.2: ICT Ecosystem Example

8.2 Demand Response Description
Demand Response is a service based solution that helps make the electric grid much more
efficient and balanced by assisting the electric grid's commercial and industrial customers




To reduce their electric demand,
To shift the time period when they use their electricity,
To prioritize the way they use electricity.

Demand response has been around in one form or another for several decades. The DR
market was originally built on the simple premise that curtailing energy use at large
commercial and industrial (C&I) customers during peak periods can reduce strain on the
electrical grid and avoid outages.
When demand strained the grid, the utility would make a phone call to the building
operators at the C&I customer premise and request that they turn down their air
conditioning or some other interruptible load. The building managers would volunteer to
reduce load in exchange for the reduced rates, or pay a penalty.
Demand response programs focus on reducing the peak -to-average demand profiles
through automation in the customer premises.
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There are three types of demand response




Emergency demand response,
Economic demand response
Ancillary services demand response.

Emergency demand response is employed to avoid involuntary service interruptions during
times of supply scarcity. Economic demand response is employed to allow electricity
customers to curtail their consumption when the productive or convenience of consuming
that electricity is worth less to them than paying for the electricity. Ancillary services
demand response consists of a number of specialty services that are needed to ensure the
secure operation of the transmission grid and which have traditionally been provided by
generators.
Electric power generation and distribution systems are strongly affected by



Supply-side policies (how, when, and where to generate electricity, how to couple
generation into the grid, how to transmit and distribute generated electricity)
Demand-side policies (pricing schemes, conservation efforts, customer premises
automation, and, in extreme circumstances, rolling blackouts).

According to Cleantech /5/ Demand Response is evolving in three major phases (figure
8.3):







DR 1.0 will address the initial forms of demand response, prior to the emergence of
Curtailment Service Providers/Aggregators (CSPs) as an important intermediary.
DR 1.5 introduces the role of the CSP, which greatly expanded the DR end market to
include both small and medium sized C&I customers and some residential
homeowners.
DR 2.0 broadens the DR pool to include all networked residential homes and also
introduces new DR products and services such as ancillary services and software
solutions that enable the utility to bypass CSPs.
DR 3.0 will be time of eMobility /6/
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Figure 8.3: DR evolution and customer participation possibilities in DR phases /5/

With Demand Response consumers/customers can be engaged and with different options
engagement can be deepen. The US DOE has identified nine distinct demand response
options, categorized as either a price-based option or incentive-based program (figure 8.4).

Figure 8.4: DR options /5/
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The DR options, categorized as either a price-based option or incentive-based program
are:










Time of Use (TOU) Pricing and Interruptible/Curtailable Load: No new equipment
Direct Load Control (DLC): Residential consumers in a direct load control program
require a remote switch controllable by the utility to the power supplies of appliances,
which in many instances is a two-way smart thermostat.
Emergency DR: Consumers require an interval meter to provide a record if the
consumer reduces load during a shortfall.
Capacity (Market): In addition to requiring an interval meter, to account the load as
system capacity, the consumer must also have a real-time communication channel that
demonstrates the curtailment to the utility during the DR event.
Real-Time Pricing (RTP) and Critical Peak Pricing (CPP): AMI Meter will be necessary
for dynamic pricing. Residential customers will also likely require a Home Area Network
(HAN) gateway connected to the meter so they can manage their energy use in real
time.
Demand Bidding / Buyback Programs and Ancillary Services: Commercial and industrial
customers with significant loads require advanced metering and communication to
participate.

The combination of increased DR options and increased response time has led to the
development of Automated Demand Response (ADR) across multiple vendors. ADR
programs will translate DR event information (from reliability to pricing signals) from the
DSO and automate a pre-programmed DR strategy across the interruptible and curtailable
end-use devices such as the HVAC or lighting. Demand Response Management Systems
(DRMS) are evolving. DRMS systems are still quite new and not widely deployed, but could
hypothetically communicate directly to an end device such as a smart thermostat or load
control receiver or could integrate on top of a meter data management system to provide
specific DR analytics and controls.

8.3 Market
Unlike the markets for smart metering or distribution grid management which have
established, defined technology product categories, DR has primarily been a services
market.
The DR value chain involves multiple stakeholders. First and foremost, customers must
enter into a demand response contract indicating interest in helping to shave demand
during peak periods.
Demand response is in its nascent stage in Europe with sporadic pilot programs underway
in the residential sector. Experts opine that demand response can achieve close to 40 per
cent of the EU’s 2020 targets concerning energy savings and CO2 emission reductions.
However, a deterrent for implementation is the development of infrastructure within
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Europe. Penetration of smart meters, which is an enabler of demand response, is still low,
although it is accelerating. Although it does not have a direct impact on demand response,
the potential still is inhibited since only a small proportion of customers will have even base
infrastructure. This is a high growth opportunity market that will materialize steadily over
the next decade /13/.
The US is way ahead of Europe on demand response (DR). So much so that while the
home markets of EnerNOC and Comverge (the two big US demand response companies)
near saturation point, forcing them to look elsewhere for new business (including Europe),
DR in Europe is only just beginning to get off the ground. The potential for DR in Europe is
thought to be comparable to the US. Currently, peak clipping capabilities are roughly
estimated to be in the 5% to 11% range, depending on the profile of commercial/industrial
and residential resources available in each market. This represents a huge opportunity for
Europe's DR players – and their investors. These companies are not multimillion-marketcap public entities like their US counterparts, but small and venture-backed. Regulation,
however, is standing in their way /14/.
GapGeminy, VaasaETT and Enerdata /11/ conclude that by 2020, DR will in their Dynamic
Scenario facilitate:






202 TWh of annual energy savings: which can be translated to the combined annual
residential consumption of Germany (140 TWh) and Spain (61 TWh)1, or the electricity
needed to run all kitchen appliances plus washing machines in EU-152 for one year;
100 million tons of CO2 emission reductions annually - 50% of the reduction target in
the 3x20 directive devoted to Utilities;
€50bn in avoided investment relating to peak generation capacity and T&D which is
equivalent cost of 150 medium sized gas power plants;
€25bn annual savings in electricity bills for customers. Using the 2006 electricity rates,
this would pay for Finland’s 5 million residential customers’ electricity annual
consumption3.

Manufacturers of thermostats, HVAC systems, heat pumps, and building management
systems (BMS) such as Honeywell, Schneider Electric, Siemens, and GE were, in a way,
enablers of this rudimentary DR, which we’ll call Demand Response 1.0 or DR 1.0.
Venture capitalists noticed the trend (DR 1.5 and DR 2.0) and made the bulk of their
investments in Curtailment Service Providers companies like Comverge, EnerNOC, and
CPower between 2006 to 2008 though the CSPs had been in operation since 43 as early
as 2001 /5/.
Commercial and industrial customers “enjoyed” using CSPs because they streamlined the
DR logistical process compared to dealing directly with the utility. Utilities liked CSPs
because they now had one point of contact to manage their DR programs. In addition,
CSPs broadened the customer base of DR participants by aggregating small to medium
sized load C&I customers (e.g., 200kW or less) and residential customers who could not
participate in prior DR programs. /5/
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The revenue associated with this market is primarily services revenue – CSPs earn a
margin on payments made to customers. As we have discussed, the technology product
market associated with this revenue is still quite small. Interactions between utilities, CSPs,
and customers are generally facilitated using equipment already installed on a customer
premise.
DR 2.0: Residential Demand Response
One of the key drivers to residential DR will be the continued deployment of AMI smart
meters, which enable two-way communication between the meter and the utility. The
proliferation of smart meters gives utilities better real-time insight into power consumption
and can theoretically allow for immediate acknowledgement of load curtailment during a
DR event.
For CSPs, there are significant differences in the DR business case between C&I and
residential customers. While a typical large C&I load is 200kW or up, many residential
homes have loads of only 1kW-2kW. To reach critical mass in residential loads, a CSP will
have to aggregate multiple households. As a result, the capital requirements for residential
DR differ greatly from C&I DR. EnerNOC reports that C&I customers have a capex cost of
$3-$5/kW and are utilized throughout the year. Residential customers, on the other hand,
can have costs ranging from $150-$500 per kW and are usually only utilized in the summer
and winter months. In spite of these logistical and financial headways, residential DR
continues its robust growth.
The emergence of CSPs also led to the creation of differentiated DR products/services
catered to the utility (reliability vs. price) and end customer (incentive vs. price). Reliabilitybased DR is often associated with emergency conditions on the grid, such as an
impending blackout, whereas price-based DR is triggered by anticipated high energy
prices.
That said, a discussion of DR vendors would be remiss without addressing evidence of
emerging consolidation and competition between the traditional building management
systems (BMS) players (e.g., Honeywell, Johnson Controls, Siemens, Schneider Electric),
the major CSPs, e.g. EnerNOC, Comverge, and the startups edging into this domain, e.g.
eMeter, Tendril Networks. /5/

8.4 Drivers and Benefits
An initial driver for the Demand Response were black outs in US, but later companies
realized that DR can give additional business when and if consumers are engaged in it.
An assumption is that Demand Response will give the following benefits:





Reduced customer peak and overall energy demand
Improves the electric grid's reliability
Balances the electric grid through increased efficiency
Energy efficiency
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Manages electricity costs
Conservation through both behavioral and operational changes
Supports load management
Supports fuel switching
Supports distributed energy
Provides systems that encourage load shifting or load shedding during times when the
electric grid is near its capacity or electric power prices are high

8.5 Architectures and Interfaces
Around and utilizing standard or de-facto interfaces and architectures new entrants can
enter the market as new members in the ecosystem. New members typically provide new
innovative application software and/or devices for the ICT ecosystem.
Openadr.org (and OASIS) has defined Open Automated Demand Response (OpenADR)
protocol and processes (http://openadr.org/). Figures 8.4 and 8.6 describe an example.
Demand Response is going towards an automated process, where manual action should
be avoided as much as possible. Automated Demand Response (ADR) architecture
includes signals (interfaces) between Operation, DR Service Provider and Customer
(figure 8.6).

Figure 8.5: OpenADR System Architecture /16/
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Figure 8.6: Automated Demand Response Signals /16/

OpenADR has been tested and as next step it requires a regulatory process before it is
accepted in US.

8.6 Demand Response Stakeholders
Originally ecosystem was quite small, utilities contracted directly through phone with a
small handful of large commercial/industrial customers to reduce load. In some instances
this transaction was automated through use of remotely controlled thermostats or load
control receivers. To cover a larger pool of demand response capacity, many utilities ceded
customer acquisition and load management to the emerging aggregators/curtailment
service providers (CSP). Note: In Finland CSP is retailer/aggregator (see SGEM D4.3.1).
Once a service relationship has been established, either directly with a utility or via an
aggregator, there is a technology layer required that will allow a utility to send a DR signal
to a customer alerting him or her that a reduction in usage is required.
Technology for communicating DR signals in the residential sector is being rolled out by
venture-backed startups in US. Finally, monitoring, control, and automation systems are
required on the premise side of this transaction to interpret pricing signals and to reduce
energy use.
In EU the 2003 Directive on internal electricity markets has initiated the progressive
transformation of vertically-integrated electricity companies into four sets of separate but
interacting players:



The regulated transmission (TSO) and distribution (DSO) network operators
Generating companies: traditionally generators have mostly been operating very
large power plants connected to the transmission network (high voltage grid). Now
these are being supplemented both by large units connected to the transmission level,
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like wind farms, but also small producers that will be connected at sub-transmission
and distribution levels (e.g. pv and smaller wind) with very different characteristics.
Retailing companies, and aggregators whose job is to supply energy to customers,
and to charge them for the generation, transport, distribution and retail operations.
Regulatory authorities, whose mission is to ensure that companies under regulatory
laws remain economically efficient, and that both generation and retail companies
adopt fair and transparent practices to the benefits of the customers.

Additionally for the ICT Ecosystem we need





ICT suppliers
o Demand Response application (platform) developers and providers
o Demand Response devices (e.g. gateways) manufacturers and providers
o Field installation and maintenance companies that can do both the Smart
Grid and telecom installation and maintenance tasks at field.
Ware houses or specialised companies for providing Demand Response devices
Consumers and customers

Competition is hard in DR and many new players try to join the ecosystem (fig. 9.1):







Traditional Building Management System companies are also actively looking at
Automated Demand Response as an entrant into the DR market.
Home area network (HAN) start-up companies are beginning to provide residential
customers energy usage intelligence and two-way communication, thus enabling
demand response options as well. CSPs had previously only targeted HVAC systems
for demand response, particularly at the thermostat level. New HAN companies are
introducing new end points into residential DR, including smart outlets and in-home
displays.
One new way for utilities to gain visibility directly into customers is through a demand
response management system (DRMS). The DRMS is a utility-facing system that
provides a granular view into demand response loads. With ADR and DRMS utilities
could bypass aggregators.
Meter Data Management Companies are passing aggregators (US) and working
directly with utilities in engaging the customer by showing them detailed energy
consumption data and suggestions for conservation through an online platform.

Big ICT giants (Google and Microsoft) have had technology experiments but have now
withdrawn and are waiting. ICT service houses are involved in a form of hosting DR
applications and systems. Telecommunication operators may have possibilities in
Automated ADR, where ADR service provider could offer an entire service package to
households including a separate communication link to ADR service provider and to
utility’s/DSO’s ADR/DRMS system.
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Figure 9.1: Demand Response Competitive Landscape /6/

A supplementary description about actors and roles for Demand Response is given in
SGEM D4.3.1.

Role of HEMS in Demand Response
Since Home Energy Management System (HEMS) is very essential for Demand
Response, e.g. HEMS GW is assumed to be the DR GW, we give some back ground
information for HEMS here. Home Gateway Initiative (HGI) defines guidelines and
specifications for Home gateways /17/.
Home energy management as a relatively new entrant to applications associated with the
Smart Home and Home Area Network (HAN) has attracted several smaller and bigger
players from appliance manufacturers to application system developers and service
providers. The market is at very early stage and will convert (5 – 10 years) through
withdrawals from market and consolidation.

HEMS players come from different perspectives




DSOs having the meter as physical interface to home, web pages for giving information
about consumption and is aiming to DR for automating power adjustments at homes
HVAC and home entertainment vendors adding intelligence to their appliances and/or
introducing own gateways
Security device vendors offering centralized management
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 White good vendors adding intelligence to their devices
 Pure gateway vendors trying to integrate everything at home
 Application software vendors for any task from managing individual appliances to
managing the whole home environment with billing and demand response type
solutions. For example the applications do not need to interact at all with the utility or
the meter to promote efficiency. They can analyze usage data on-premise and can help
consumers make real-time adjustments or turn off unnecessary loads. Some
applications use DR messages and AMR data from DSOs for the same.
Big Internet giants (Google with PowerMeter and Microsoft with Hohm) have tested (but
now withdrawn) market with web-based customer engagement platform with detailed
energy management information, suggestions for energy conservation, and/or protocols to
speak to the various smart-enabled devices.

8.7 ICT Ecosystem Model Mapping for Demand Response
A layered ICT Ecosystem model for Demand Response
Demand response, as described in figures 8.5 and 8.6., is evolving from traditional manual
utility driven function to automated aggregator driven service (fig. 9.1)

Figure 9.1: Evolution of Aggregator’s role in Demand Response Phases (DR1.0, DR1.5 and
DR2.0)
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Demand Response ICT Ecosystem model change can be presented with figure 9.2.

Figure 9.2: From large loads ecosystem to smaller loads ecosystem in DR

Relationships between layers
In the Demand Response ICT Ecosystem there are six relationships between (figure 9.3):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Network element providers and network operators
Network operators and content & application providers
Content & application providers and final consumers
Network element providers and final consumers
Network element providers and application content providers
Network operators and final consumers

Figure 9.3: Symbiotic relationships /1/
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Relationship 1

This relationship between telecommunication network operator and telecommunication network
element providers is not affected. Telecom operators may purchase mobile intelligent phones from
network element providers and sell them as bundled general telecom subscription service to
consumers who may use them as an interface device to Demand Response system over the Internet.

Relationship 2

In this relationship there are many back office possibilities depending on the business
models.
Telecom network operator (or independent telecom service provider) may offer as
outsourced service, e.g.:







Demand Response System to aggregator-retailer (who is the platform, content and
application provider for Consumers)
Customer Care and Billing System
Telecommunication connection to aggregator office people for interfacing Demand
Response System and Customer Care and Billing System, e.g. secured Internet
and/or dedicated fixed/mobile connections.
Sales support functions like Demand Response/HEMS gateway sale and delivery to
consumer
Help Desk and problem resolution services

Note:




Since DSO is also included in the value network, Demand Response System will
interface (if needed) DSO’s electricity network management applications (on the
same ecosystem layer 3).
DSO provides aggregator with meter data and other contracted information at layer
3 from its meter data management system.
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Relationship 3

In relationship 3 Retailer/Aggregator (platform provider) manages consumers/customers with Demand
Response System/platform.
The interface with customer includes functions like
-

Create, delete and modify customer/consumer data
Provide Help Desk and possible needed DR device/gateway
Send invoice and receive payment for electricity and services used
Receive data about produced energy (consumer as electricity producer) and
compensate through an invoice or pay directly
Provide consumer/customer with relevant data about services used and/or electricity
produced

This relationship is the most essential for Smart Grid, since any other service and function
between other players and layers are only for assuring success in this relationship.

Relationship 4

Relationship 4 between element providers and consumers is indirect and is remarkable for
DR Gateway (or HEMS Gateway). DR Gateway can have various paths to consumer.
Manufacturer can sell GW via aggregator, telecom operator (if e.g. combined xDSL, DR
GW and WLAN box) and home appliance retailer/shop to Consumers.
Any problems in the DR GW consumer reports to Aggregator or to the party sold it.
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Relationship 5

Relationship 5 is between DR GW providers and aggregator. This relationship is of type
purchase – sale and also it has development aspects, since aggregator is greatly
dependent on the DR GW and thus wants to assure it works and wants to give
development and upgrade ideas to aggregator. DR GW providers (since this is a new
device business) need loyal aggregators who can test, give feedback and be co-developers
too.

Relationship 6

In this relationship 6 between telecommunication network operator and consumers telecom
operator has two roles:
-

Provides normal telecommunication services and terminals to consumers
Provides Customer Care and Billing (on behalf of aggregator)
Provides DR GW to consumer (on behalf of aggregator)
Provides helpdesk service for DR (on behalf of aggregator)

If DR GW customers and volumes are considerable high, telecom operators may see
synergy with their other mass products for consumers/customers.
Few tens of thousands of DR GWs and related subscriptions are not interesting telecom
operators when considering all the service and product development effort needed.
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9. Conclusions
Development is fast in Smart Grid, new players have come and gone from market, e.g.
internet and telecommunication vendor giants like Microsoft, Google, NSN and Cisco made
some experiments and withdrawn or focused more clearly their participation, so the ICT
Ecosystems for Smart Grid is “under construction” and waits for business breakthrough
and some solid and fair regulation. Now the ecosystem looks like any ecosystem of starting
new business where there are many startups making innovations and incumbents waiting
for a correct time for mergers and acquisitions. Demand Response is a good example
about this.
In Demand Response ecosystem the battle is going on in US, where DR is largely a
service industry. Demand Response players like US EnerNOC and Comverge are
essentially middlemen between building owners and utilities, and it is a sector that is
increasingly facing consolidation and potential disruption by new technologies. The
resulting ecosystem is causing demand response firms to move further out into other smart
grid sectors, and vice versa, smart grid firms are starting to tread into demand response.
DR Service houses are looking other Smart Grid applications to increase their business,
e.g., EnerNOC has responded to the market by acquiring a series of businesses including
sustainability and carbon accounting, building energy efficiency software and wireless
controls. Comverge, another old school demand response player, seems to be looking to
add on services also for home energy management interfaces and networking. These are
all markets potentially much bigger than demand response itself.
The shift is working in the other direction towards DR, too. Companies like Lockheed
Martin, Cooper Power and UISOL have launched Demand Response Management Service
products aimed at giving utilities the ability to manage demand response on their own
terms. The companies that make building management system like Siemens, Honeywell,
Johnson Controls and Schneider Electric (acquisition of Smart Meter service provider
Telvent) are also making moves into demand response, with Johnson Controls working
with IBM and Honeywell recently acquiring Akuacom. And then there’s Cisco, which is
eying demand response as one application of its smart grid networking push on the utility
side and its EnergyWise system and Building Mediator product in buildings (however Cisco
is now hesitating its participation into Smart Grid).
The demand response industry was one of the earliest to try to sell grid management
services to utilities — call them the pre-smart grid players. But the early days of the
demand response industry were based on largely manual processes like phone calls to
coordinate turning down demand. So now that smart grid entrepreneurs, investors, and
companies (many from the IT world) have emerged to build the next-generation of utility
smart grid networks, they’re finding ways to more easily automate the demand response
process and fold it into bigger businesses. Once the pioneers of remaking the grid, the
older demand response companies are now looking in the face of competition from across
the smart grid, and hoping to survive by breaking out of it /20/.
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About the ICT Ecosystem Model Description
Technically the given ICT Ecosystem model was a light view and example for Smart Grid.
Although the initial Fransmann’s ICT Ecosystem model is from telecom operator business
perspective, it could be rather well applied for other business sectors’ (e.g. energy) ICT
Ecosystem modeling. By supplementing the model with Jef Kaplan’s methodology will lead
to quite comprehensive and wide ICT Ecosystem definition.
The Smart Grid ecosystem model incl. ICT could be described with figure 10.1. The figure
shows the coexistent of both the electricity and telecommunication.

A good question is how deep co-operation
will be done between the two types of
network providers, and if there at electricity
market would be data based services
attracting consumers so much that they
could pay extra for them. Or will players just
compete with energy price discounts, which
could follow the known path of hard price
competition between telecom operators,
where there is no place for great customer
oriented innovations and new services.
Smart Grid roughly said is in its infancy and
the business models and ICT Ecosystem
are just taking their shapes. Instead of
defining theoretically as accurate ICT
Ecosystem Model as possible, the next
steps could be forming a real Finnish
functioning Smart Grid ICT Ecosystem for
deepening smart metering and demand
response with business oriented
experiments. In US an implementation plan
is under “construction” /18/ and there has
been an exercise how currently available
technologies could be utilized for Smart
Grid /19/.The similar type of exercise could
give competitive advantage at global
market.
Figure 10.1: Smart Grid Ecosystem
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10.

Abbreviations and References

10.1

Abbreviations

(A)DR

(Automated) Demand Response

AMR

Automated Meter Reading

CSP

Curtailment Service Providers/Aggregators (US)

C&I

Commercial / Industrial Customer

DSO

Distribution Service Operator

HEMS

Home Energy Management System

ICT

Information, Communications and Technology

M2M

Machine to Machine

TSO

Transmission Service Operator
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